Chairperson: Ron Picard
Vice Chairperson: Richard Gard
Secretary: Amy Lenoce
Minutes taken: Sandra Eddy


Agenda Items:

1. Review of CEAC General Education Modifications
2. Presentation of course applications
3. General Education Process Document

Discussion: Status of Database
Ron and Sandra Eddy will have the course database populated next week – 2/10 new meeting date Ron/Sandra – Delay due to snow day

1. Agenda Item: Presentation CEAC General Education Modifications

Presenter- Ron Picard

Discussion-
1. Dates for CEAC and impact on Program level changes discussed
2. Ron had call with Dr. Aynsley Diamond, TAP Program Manager at ConnSCU, and has invited her to one of GEACC Meeting. Date - TBD
3. What does it mean to have “two” General Eds? How is that different than today? Discussion

2. Presentation of course applications
MATH courses above 137 raised regarding this vote – again
The transfer agreement that this is accepted as a math transfer credit at CSU even though it is below the Math 135 level. If we vote, does that confirm.

Motion- To approve CEAC General Education Modifications with the “*” that further clarifies Math levels for college core vs. TAP.
1st Richard Gard
2nd Jim Pronovost

Vote
Chairperson: Ron Picard
Vice Chairperson: Richard Gard
Secretary: Amy Lenoce

Yea: Sandra Eddy, Richard Gard, Jaime Hammond, Katie Lozo, Ron Picard, Jim Pronovost, Joe Ward, Alex Zozulin

No: none
Abstentions/ not yet present: none
Non-voting: William Terry Brown, Ben Mattheis

MAT122/167 application for CA/LT were discussed. Recommended for review by Math department to determine if outcomes 1-3 (Identifying, Formulating, Analysis) are met when 4-5 (Evaluation, Synthesis) are satisfied.

Discussion:
Applications will be reviewed further by Katie Lozo and team, and resubmitted.

3. Agenda Item: Gen Ed Process Document

Presenter- Ron Picard

Discussion-

1. Current review of approval process
2. Discussion that proposed document is 2 documents that could be broken out to increase clarity.

Motion- To approve Gen Ed Process Document

1st Richard Gard
2nd Katie Lozo

Vote

Yea: Sandra Eddy, Richard Gard, Jaime Hammond, Katie Lozo, Ron Picard, Jim Pronovost, Joe Ward, Alex Zozulin

No: none
Abstentions/ not yet present: none
Non-voting: William Terry Brown, Ben Mattheis
Motion to Adjourn- 2:07pm by Joe Ward

For the Next Meeting:
Presenter Ren Sharma

I would like to recommend PHY122 for approval for Scientific Reasoning with NO changes.
I would like to recommend DAR158 for approval for Scientific Reasoning with minor changes, which the applicant (Dr. Valente) has accepted.